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WARNING!
Explicit
language is
used profusely,
we swear and
disrespect a lot,
we like gory and dirty-pornlike
imagery and we use it whenever
we feel the urge to do so. ZZOT! is
therefore not suitable to underaged
or underachievers.

disclaimer
ZZOT! is a non-profit
project by RED TRONCO, the
independent creative laboratory
located at the Magic Red Tree
Trunk in Forlì (Italy), via dei
Molini, 30 (www.redtronco.
it). ZZOT! is not a gamers’
magazine: it’s a tale set in a
fictional universe and it does
not submit to the editorial and
commercial rules of the gamers’
world, that nonetheless inspired
it. ZZOT! is not a registered
periodical and is made possible
thanks to the contribution of
its editors, the enthusiasm of
its readers and of all those who
support the project through
donations. In the making of
ZZOT! we gather contents
of public domain and we try
our best to acknowledge our
sources, on the magazine and
on the web and social pages
related to the project. Content
will be removed at any time,
upon request of the legitimate
owner. For infos, questions,
requests or other, visit: www.
zzot.it
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Manage your business
and make it highly
profitable: choose the
best brokerage agency in
the world.

Valuables insurance and personal
protection.

With Bonanno Inc.
you will have, at your
disposal, rightaway, the
best professionals in the
industry.

Debt collection.

Whatever your business
is, they will cut you
sweet deals with offers
that cannot be refused.
Results guaranteed.

Loans and interest management.
Logistics and storage of
firearms and heavy weaponery.
Public procurement contracts.
Concealment of goods and
individuals.
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export.
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Release of licenses and ID Cards.

Call us now! You will find a Bonanno branch in
every city or, more likely, we find you!

INTRO

I

n 2013 we published a free press fanzine for all enthusiasts of the “big
C=”, the most important consumer technology brand in the 1980s.
The fanzine was called “Commodore Fan Gazette” (aka C= FG) and the
editorial staff was a group of tech-crazy volunteers that, from different parts
of Italy and beyond, gathered in an online forum as their operational base
In two years of activity, only five issues of C=FG were published in digital
format but, to date, about 50,000 users have downloaded it directly from the
website: this makes C=FG one of the most downloaded independent Italian
fanzines ever.
After years of unsuccessful trials, relentless research and dumb
determination in attempt to make something utterly advanced and incredible,
ZZOT!, the fundamentalist magazine of the sixtyfourist zealot, is finally
released.
Inspired by the Italian wave of the epic gamers’ magazines of the
1980s, ZZOT!, in the craziest way possible, tells the story of the incredible
sixtyfourist demoscene and the current Commodore64 franchise, juggling
with every topic rising in the communities on the legendary computer.
ZZOT! is a handmade product dedicated to the Commodore64 (which we
often affectionately call “Commie”), a creative project on a magic thingy that
has been created decades ago, and is capable of giving happiness to those
who play with it.
We know that anything Commie-related is
back in vogue, and growing, and we know that
independent, carefree and cocky publications
are part of the fun: we all love to leaf through
the zines and every new release becomes a
great party.
In ZZOT!, the narrative is set in an alternate
reality in which, after the advent of the C64,
technological progress has stopped because
no longer needed. Sixtyfourism is the most
widespread religion on the planet and the
year zero of the calendar is 1982 or 0DC64!
Are you ready to be part of a great roleplaying game set in the demented fantasy
surreality of a sixtyfourist world?
Good reading!!!
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GIVE
US
YOUR
CASH
!

YOU WANT A HAPPY LIFE? GIVE YOUR MONEY TO ZZOT!

sostieni zzot!
MAKE A HUGE(*)
DONATION VIA PAYPAL TO:
luca.antoniazzi@gmail.com
PAYEMENT DETAILS:
“DONATING IN SUPPORT
OF ZZOT!“

Subscribe to ZZOT!
(in ways that we haven’t
figured out yet)

BUY EVERY ISSUE OF
ZZOT!
DISCLOSE THE PROJECT
SPREAD THE
SIXTYFOURIST WORD

(*) small donations will also be welcome (nice try) [ed..]

SHOTS

From the 1st floppy disc of
Zottergod the magnificent
to the sixtyfourists
Don C= has been recently appointed
ZotterGod, the world spiritual
guide of sixty-fourists, that owe him
everlasting obedience.
Very little is known about Don C=,
nobody knows his looks and no one
really knows his history, infact Don
C= is now the term in use to refer to
someone we know fuck all about...
Legends have it that he was born
some two hundred years ago from
a Texan gunslinger and a female
dinosaur who survived the ice age,
hibernated for about 70 million years
somewhere in Greenland.
Truth is that we deal with a deranged
fundamentalist, armed and dangerous,
unfortunately ZotterGod is an office
conferred by seniority and we have
but to accept it...
The last appearance of Don C= dates
a few years back on the “Commodore
Fan Gazette”, where he was described
as an obscure figure whose fame as
a bloodthirsty vigilante had been
handed down to us through the most
disturbing horror stories for nerdy
children.
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Sixtyfourists from around the globe, the time
has come to embark on new journeys to spread
Sixtyfourism everywhere, beyond spacetime and in every
alternate reality.
In year Zero a magic box called “Commodore64”, with
an electronic heart and analog sound was created.
It soon became clear that weird esoteric powers
were endowing its users with amazing creativity and
unparalleled imagination.
In time, by means of hardware and software
emulators, we have embedded Commodore 64 back in
almost every computer and every technological device
on Earth, thus making every user a sixtyfourist by
design. Exploiting the internet, crackers worldwide have
redistributed ancient knowledge and that is why our
happy sixtyfourist society is now revealed.
To you, faithful sixtyfourists , I now ask to continue
their work beyond this world of ours. I have located
infinite alternate realities where Sixtyfourism is not yet
the most widespread religion and it is there that I ask you
to operate. In order to interact with different realities,
there are “dimensional bridges” that you will have to seek
and exploit. It is under my command that ZZOT! magazine
has been established as an “institutional dimensional bridge”,
it is in fact published here as well as in other realities. The
purpose of ZZOT! is to spread Sixtyfourism to everyone,
beyond spacetime and in every alternate reality.
Spread Sixtyfourism, disseminate ZZOT! in any possible
way! Act PRONTO!
			Don C=
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... AND REMEMBER,
		

WE MUST GATHER A

MADDAFUCKA KICKASS TEAM ...

L

et’s face it, setting up office
with ordinary professionals, we
would never have achieved the goal
of a paramount publication for the
future of mankind such as ZZOT!.
Following the original plan has
not been easy at all: the workforce
we needed to assemble for the
project had to be a combination of
the brightest mathematical minds
on the planet, the most famous
international video gamers and the
most provocative porn stars in Asian
mainland. In fact, as it turned out, the
plan has not been followed, not by a
long shot.
What happened is that people in
accounting accidentally wrote 4
zeros too many on the Shepherd’s
contract (he’s now very wealthy...)
and that dried up the next 18
decades of ZZOT!’s budget.
To make up for the mistake, a few
wankers have been picked up at
random, under the promise of a brick
of the cheapest wine on even days
and sniff of glue on odd days. This
should bring substantial savings on
editorial costs.
Moreover, the contract with the
international superdiva that should
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Philip Asshole, former ZZOT!
accountant, fired on the spot on his
third day...
have been the face of ZZOT! on
TV ads has been cancelled and all
unnecessary staff has also been fired,
the writers themselves will be in
charge of cleaning.
All these cunning stratagems and a
cover price increase to 49.60 euros
for the used digital copy, in the long
run should grant survival to the
project.
On the next page, you’ll find the
names and credentials of the very
first selected ZZOT! writers.
Worst case scenario, if you
don’t like their point of view, you
can always insult them on social
networks to your full satisfaction.

TheBigShow
Professional wrestler.
His dog has been
killed by
Death Adder.

KaneB
A guy with a black
cape told him he was
his father but it
wasn’t true.

Limbaccio
We think he shoots
in the ditches but
he boldly denies
allegations.

Lucommodore
In his crib, axes
and farming tools
were stashed.

The Shepherd
Il Pastore: the richest,
smartest and more
handsome of the
editorial staff.

Allanon
who was not born
as other human
beings were.

CoinBot
A shit ton
of cash...

Goldrake
Has been abandoned in
the barn, whoever feels
like it, can ride it,
until we will resell
it on ebay.
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So how
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F

uck knows. You need a
higher level of perception to truly
understand how this works, in its
multifaceted wholeness. It is not
coincidence that we, the editorial
staff, while trying to make some
sense of it, don’t succeed: no
superior minds here, dude.
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The point is that the main purpose
of ZZOT! is to forcibly convert
humanity to Sixtyfourism, as
instructed by ZotterGod.
It is actually easier than expected,
since the majority of people is
already sixtyfourist, without knowing
it! It is therefore just a matter of
providing future humans with tools
to achieve this new awareness: of
the self as an individual and within
the community, of the universe and
the Commodore64.
Inside the “1st Floppy Disk
of the magnificent ZotterGod to
sixtyfourists” you will find the
letter to the faithful (see page
9) and a draft of what might soon
become the true definition of
Sixtyfourism: a list of 5 random
concepts (dogmas?) that,
for sure, mean something,
only we motherfuckers
cannot quite grasp it.
What we’ll try to
do in ZZOT! will be
talking about the
sixtyfourist scene in
the most amazing way,
exploring new worlds
in order to get where
no sixtyfourist has never
gotten before…

1.
SIXTYFOURISM MIGHT
NOT BE YOUR ONLY
FAITH.
2.
SIXTYFOURIST IS
THE ONE WHO OWNS A
COMMODORE 64 OR ANY
OTHER DEVICE THAT CAN
EMULATE OR SIMULATE A
C64.
3.
THE MINDFUL
SIXTYFOURIST KNOWS
THERE'S A COMMODORE
64 IN EVERY
ELECTRONIC DEVICE.
4.
THE FAITHFUL
SIXTYFOURIST REDUNDS
THE SIXTYFOURIST
AWARENESS AND
SHARES THE BLISS
ONTO THEIR
FELLOWS.
5.
THE
SIXTYFOURIST
COMPADRE ALWAYS
SUPPORTS THE
DEMOSCENE, ITS
HEROES, ITS
PIRATES AND ALL
SIXTYFOURISTS
IN THEIR DEEDS
TO HONOUR THE
SIXTYFOURIST
CREED.
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Hey You...

Model: Francesca Mazzotti | Photo: Alex Mercatali

...How

would You like
		

a magic Commodore 64 cartridge

that will do to you

everything
you want?
IT’S REAL!
It’s called
1541Ultimate,
the new and
supreme edition
is sold at € 139
and you can find it on
www.ultimate64.com!

GAMES

SET IN A FUTURE CLOSE TO THE APOCALYPSE, A VERISTIC STORY OF
MANKIND FACING THE END OF ITS EXISTENCE, SUPPORTED ONLY BY THE
REMINISCENCE OF ITS OWN ADDICTION.

TRANCE SECTOR ULTIMATE
• Release date: year 33 DC64
• Genre: single-screen, dodge and
collect, old-school arcade
• Authors: Richard Bayliss (concept,
coding, music, sound effects),
Saul Cross (graphics), Akira of
Genesis Project (cover art)
• PN: sequel to ‘Trance Sector’,
downloadable from csdb.dk and
itch.io. Limited edition cartridge
by RGCD (50 copies available)
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W

e asked around in the
editorial office, turns out that Trance
music makes us barf, except when
it comes out of the Commodore64
SID. That’s the only time when we
unanimously find it so cool we want
to tear our limbs off.
This, once again, unequivocally
proves the irresistible esoteric power
that is released from the analog
distortion that only the Holy Grail
of chiptune can send out. It’s not
because we’re a bunch of geeks who
burnt themselves out decades ago.
You know, drugs...
Then one day you wake up
sweating like a warthog under the
midday sun and you don’t remember
shit, as usual, but your boss is on
the phone and he fondly says: “Yo
asshole, get your ass here now!”
You hope you’ll raise a fresh buck
or, at least, you’ll collect what he’s
been owing you since 7 months ago,
but, as soon as you get there, they
shove you in a tiny embarrassing
spaceship that looks like a paper
airplane and you set off on a preset
route, no questions asked, since
your head is spinning and you feel
nauseous...
For mission details, you watch
a video on the cockpit during the

Now, hand steady on the joystick,
concentrate like a laser beam and,
for what it’s worth, thank goodness
that you have taken off the whim of
doing drugs.

CHARISMA 65%

journey and that is when you realize
how hard you’ve been fucked up the
arse, but it’s too late to turn back...
Because a small planet with its
own propulsion has entered the solar
system. Weird aliens, called Cygma,
are flying it: they are very similar to
humans except for the horse cockshaped heads.
On the planet, they have
built a huge industrial plant for
manufacturing nuclear weapons in
order to wipe out the whole solar
system! Your task is to collect all
the bombs, stored into 32 astrowarehouses, and use them to blow
them up one by one.
So you run with the hares and hunt
with the hounds, or you die trying.
It’s no secret that the dear old dumb singlescreen arcades are among the ones I love the
most, especially if crazy playable as Trance
Sector Ultimate. The legendary Richard Bayliss
has definitely dusted off his secret weapon!
It shouldn’t be too surprising, coming from
a veteran who has as many C64 little games
under his belt as Julio
Iglesias has lovvy-dovvy
songs, but this beautiful
game has a stellar
artwork by Saul Cross,
and it’s such a mix of
winning choices that
every player should have
the experience!

Simple concept, great personality
in sound and artwork, a few more
options wouldn’t have hurt.

TECHNIQUES 74%

Amazing jingles and awesome
sound effects. Graphics are a little
basic but spot on, thanks to a wise
use of colours and a lot of stuff
that moves around smooth and
fast on screen. Collision detections
are excellent and the control
system is minimal but flawless.

GAMEPLAY 77%

A bit on the simple side, but
it’s a sweet play from the very
first game and then it’s hard
to stop from trying to outrace
oneself with yet another game
.

REPLAY 64%

Occasional fun guaranteed, even
after completing the 2 available
modes. You can always try to
outdo your personal best and
play it just for the music. Too bad
there are no game options or
multiplayer mode.

VOTE 72%

Intuitive and engaging. We
would love it if Bayliss did a third
chapter, keeping up the gameplay
but enhancing it with a thousand
options.
ZZOT! JUNE 39DC64 | 17

GAMES

IN THE REALM OF BLACK EVIL THAT SHOULD BE SOMEWHERE IN
THE TRIANGLE BETWEEN TURIN, PRAGUE AND HELL, THERE LIVE 4
POWERFUL WARLOCKS WHO HATE EACH OTHER’S GUTS...

A

BATTLE KHAOS II
• Release date: year 32 DC64
• Genre: Random generated single
screen, turn-based fantasy
wargame (multiplayer only)
• Authors: Asterion (coding, music)
and Trompkin (grapichs, coding)
of Tinnitus
• PN: downloadable from csdb.dk

lthough in the Realm
of Black Evil the concepts of
space and time do not apply
as strictly as in our world, peace
reigned on Earth in the times
of their father, known
through history books as
the ‘Holy King’, the one
that had those who did not
agree with him hanged.
Unexpectedly, one ominous
autumn day, the Holy King died.
According to ancient
traditions, the warlock sons of
the Holy King went together
to the Great Notary, after having fed
(and digested) on their biological
mothers.
All possessions were split in 4 and
from that day on, a thousand years
had passed, on social networks word
has been that, sooner or later, the 4
wizards would have come to a fight…
The region of the Great Cold
Woods is the domain of VLADNAG
THE UNSPEAKABLE, who writes
useless laws from a deluxe
penthouse built on top of the great
redwood, dwelling of the Borderline
Elves . People and animals fondly call

The game has not yet reached its full potential, we
might have to wait until AI home droids will be sold in
shops: that day, the first single
player game of Battle Khaos
II will be played. Although
improved, this super concept still
seems to be a rough diamond
even at its second chapter, but
there’s plenty to kill time waiting
for the third!
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The 4 wizards are ready to beat the crap out of each other, but you need to use your brain to summon monsters...

Vladnag “Big Druid”, because for the
past 700 years the
institution
has given a plushy
cuddly toy with his
likeness to all 2-yearsold resident children
and puppies.
Further south,
reaching the
Great Salt Lake,
landowners and
everybody else
pay a tribute to
SAGADAR THE
IMPOSSIBLE who,
in return, uses his
spells to make
wind to power
up the astromills
that grind
the magic of
Sagadar...

Many game options and different sceneries,
generated randomly in each game
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Note the
heavy metal
font with the
‘T’ shaped as
an overturned
cross

Put it that way, it may seem
convoluted, but apparently it
works well.
On the other side, towards
the hinterland, THOGROM
THE UNBEARABLE is revered
as a god at the
Bountiful Sacred
Rivers, the land
that boasts the most
prosperous markets. It
seems that the legends
about the man who stole
the magical chocolate
runes from the banquet
of the gods, are infact
referring to his maternal
grandfather.
Last, to garrison
the deserts of fire and the
volcanic belt at the end
of the world, is NORVAZ

It is essential to observe the map and understand where it will be easier to cast spells and
establish the features and combat radius of the enemy monsters
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Each wizard can ride the mounts he has summoned, such as unicorns or griffins

A poisoned dart and a vampire attack are enough to kill a wizard

THE SHAMELESS with his gang
of leather-clad thugs bullying
around, as indisputable leaders of
a few shitty watering holes and
some brothels. But during the
thousand years of quadrumvirate,
without nobody ever noticing, the
ingenious Norvaz has devised and
implemented an evil plan that has
given him a 25% chance to conquer
the whole world, annihilating his
warlock-kings half-brothers!
The rumors that Sagadar had
shagged the 318th wife of Thogrom,
had in fact been spread during the
Middle Ages by Norvaz’s minions,
and the same goes for last century’s
escapade of Vladnag with Ruby,
Sagadar’s niece, when she was still a
minor. Even the Bronze Age tale on
Thogrom allegedly calling Vladnag’s
mother a whore was all part of

Battle Khaos II totally lacks both in artistic
dimension and worthy setting. Objects refer
to the classic fantasy imaginary and that
is all. However, we witness the outcome
of a huge amount of work, planned with
mad painstaking precision; a war-game
with Commodore64 (instead of board and
pawns) generating scenarios, rolling the dice
and keeping score. It is not extraordinary
per se but it is one of the best party games
written for C64.
In case you happen to be an
enthusiast of the kind, read
the instructions, make yourself
familiar with the controls and
call 3 other misfits as yourself,
do not miss this digital wargame!

Norvaz’s brilliant plan...
The point is that the days of
understanding are long over and,
exactly as Norvaz planned, tonight

Game is over when only a wizard survives...

... or two if you have chosen the cooperative mode
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Settings are made up of 6 different types of boxes that affect movement and actions

the 4 wizards will fight to the death,
in a random territory.
Only one of them will survive and
tomorrow we will know who will be
the world leader, just like in the old
times of the Holy King, the one who
hanged anyone who would not agree
with him...

Once you have chosen the number
of players, their alignment (order,
neutral and kaos) and other game
options, the battle takes place in a
scenario that randomly reshapes at
each game.
You start with only the wizards, but
at each turn, in addition to moving

Available spells vary, depending on the alignment of the magician: the more powerful they are, the
lower their success rate, which is also affected by the features of the box the magician is standing on.
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From what I can see, the
only way to get trashed
over it is in multiplayer
mode, so if you want to
go solo, you got to have
a multiple-personality
disorder. There is some depth and variety,
both in spells and different convocations
available, that exponentially increases
strategies.
However rich in strategic content, it all
seems a bit stiff to me. The graphics are
nice, some boxes and some evocations are
animated (2 frames!), it is overall pleasant,
as is the medieval-like soundtrack. I would
be much more into it, had it been possible
to play against Commie!

between squares, they can try to
cast spells or summon enchanted
creatures that will join his team. The
available spells change, depending
on the alignment of the wizard, each
spell success rate also changes,
taking into account its power and
the ‘SOTL’ (state of the land), which
may be different from one shift to
another.
During the
game you
can summon
as many as
20 creatures
with different
features
and cast 21
sorceries.
There is no
shortage of
random events
and hidden
traps, that
make magic
battles even
more exciting.

CHARISMA 39%

Sporting a nice one-colour logo, it
is the C64 multiplayer-only version
of a fantasy boardgame with no
background design. Same rules
apply and instructions are drafted
and attached via text file. You can
select various options but cannot
play alone.

TECHNIQUES 91%

Sound experience is dignified
by two beautiful dark-melodic
tunes and a superb windy noise.
Despite its extreme minimalism,
moving graphics are effective.
Otherwise, all you have is text on
screen. What really makes you fall
off your chair is the rendering of
a boardgame of such scale and
complexity on the C64.

GAMEPLAY 76%

It takes place in turns on a virtual
chessboard. Controls are mastered
through a single joystick to be
passed on to players. The control
interface for settings and action
menus is functional and accurate.

REPLAY 80%

Games start off on a slow pace
and come to an abrupt end,
winners are declared on a fair
mix of strategy and luck. In good
company, it could become the
challenge to brush up on every
Christmas.

VOTE 77%

Hidden by a non-existent
presentation, it has the potential
of a great classic of its kind.
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GAMES

WHEN YOUR GIRLFRIEND DUMPS YOU FOR THE UMPTEENTH TIME, YOU
START THINKING THAT THE SYMPHONY OF CURSES THAT YOU SING
EVERY MORNING WHEN YOU PEEL YOUR SORRY ASS FROM BED, MIGHT
HAVE SOME EFFECT ON THE AMOUNT OF SHIT THAT THE OMNIPOTENT
THROWS YOUR WAY. NEVERTHELESS, YOU DO IT WITH THE BEST
INTENTIONS, SINCE BLASPHEMY MOTIVATES THE ALMIGHTY TO COMMIT
MORE (OR AT LEAST IT SHOULD). HAVING SAID THAT, WHETHER FROM
DIVINE INTERVENTION OR TOTALLY RANDOM, YOUR STRIKE OF BAD
LUCK HAS EXCEEDED ANY HUMANLY CONCEIVABLE MEASURE...

MONSTRO GIGANTO
• Release date: year 39 DC64
• Genre: Big monsters VS fighting
arcade (single and multiplayer)
• Authors: Antonio Savona
(coding) Lobo (concept,
graphics) Aldo Chiummo
(soundtrack and effects)
• PN: commercial game, cartridge
by RGCD, download from itch.io
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F

rom the book of the Scottish
druid Mac Gnepertoich, we desume
that there are four necessary
elements in order to generate
an ultra-dimensional passage: a
favourable astral conjunction, a
predestined location, a large amount
of energy and the magic word.
The favourable astral conjunction
occurs every 700 years, namely
when the fish enters the
triangle sideways (speaking of
constellations, huh), namely
today. The magic location is at
44.19049114188661 ° north
and 11.996650415438891°
east: with an accuracy
of 99.9773%, it is
the toilet of your
dump in the Italian
countryside, the
one that you have
been trying to
refurbish for some
time.
Before I get
to the third
requirement, i.e.

energy, we need to flashback to
the night before, when, hungry
as a warthog - it probably
happened because of the 6
sumps of ganja you drenched
in turpentine to multiply the
hallucinogenic effects and
sucked up like a machine
gun - you absorbed a
pepperoni and onion pizza,
a tandoori chicken with
spicy potatoes and meatball
leftovers, with Easter cheese
pie as a finisher.
That’s how, sitting exactly on
the spot, in about five seconds
of thunderous morning evacuation,
you produced the missing energy to
complete the ritual.
The event can be expressed with
the equation E = Se * m / t where
energy (E) equals evacuation effort
(Se) times evacuated mass divided
by coefficient t, resulting from your
posture and muscular tension.

What about the magic word?
Needless to say, you growled it
like a metal singer, whilst spitting
and grunting, throughout the
effort to expel a faecal ballast the
size of a punching bag. It’s not
that you knew it, ehy, it just came
out (for the record, the word is
“AAARHSSKUUURRRROOST”).
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EYEYE
The elder
shaman of the
Poughkeepsie
dies during the
summoning of
Eyeye, the tribe’s
protector demon,
unleashing him
free to roam for
hundreds of years,
until he grows to
a monstrous size.
Come on! Was it
a task for oldies?
Really?

GORGO
In the Japanese
hamlet of
Minamiminowa, a
meteorite carrying
an alien virus falls
and infects freshly
distilled sake.
An alcoholic
lizard has a sip
and mutates into
Gorgo. If it weren’t
true, no one would
believe it.

Once you recovered from the
uproar of the ultradimensional
passage opening, as unsuspecting
accomplisher of the ritual, you gain
the power to choose and evoke any
creature, with just the effort of your
thought. But instead of visualizing
a bunch of females, maybe horny
amazons on odd days and tireless
housewives on even ones, your
few messed-up junked-up neurons
brought your rookie mind back to
the kaijus of the trashy Jap marathon
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JOJO
Jojo, the legendary
sea creature, is
summoned by
mistake, as a
rune is misplaced
during the Viking
ritual in honour of
Odin at the burial
of the chief of
the Hellisandour
village.
The shaman was
obviously dyslexic.

MOJO
In southern India, a
treacherous pirate
terrorized the
seas for hundreds
of years, until
he shipwrecked
during a storm.
His remains,
fermenting for a
thousand years in
a barrel of grog,
gave life to Mojo,
a monster more
precious than a
Macallan Amber!

You will need a fair amount of strategy: slamming
hands out and about will momentarily wear your
monster out, and while it’s stunned, it will be at the
mercy of the opponent.

Except a few legendary games
such as Barbarian or the IKs, oneon-one fighting games have never
been a hit on Commodore64.
Creating large sprites that could deploy
convincing interactions has been a recurring
problem. Since one day, from the amazing
sixtyfourist scene, here comes a fucking
genius (Lobo) who draws the whole lot
in PETSCII graphics, a long mistreated
technique that finally gets the recognition it
deserves. Without him, we could have never
enjoyed M.G., a game where characters that
overflow their half of the screen merrily
whack each other. This is the game we have
all been waiting for for years. Not to miss!

you watched the night before.
So, in the blink of an eye, here’s a
handful of ugly, large and very angry
monsters, ready to give vent to their
most primal instincts. At first they
seem to ignore you and get down
to smashing each other’s faces.
So your coward old you seizes the
moment and takes off. In the effort
of running, however, an idea strikes
you. Next time you will approach a
girl in a bar, the story of how “the
famous invasion of monsters in Italy”
began, will be your move to get the
attention of the
female (possibly
avoiding the
toilet details).
After all,
monsters
or no
monsters,
life goes
on...

CHARISMA 85%

Old-fashioned beat’em up
with cutting-edge technology
and excellent packaging, with
illustrated manual included.
What’s not to love about huge
monsters that punch their faces in?

TECHNIQUES 96%

Impressive use of PETSCII
characters instead of sprites to
create giant monsters. Colour
variety seems to exceed the given
palette and the sound track is
embellished with great tunes and
high-impact sampled speech.

GAMEPLAY 74%

Simple and intuitive, it has four
basic moves, a tutorial would
be pointless but you need to
learn control. Depending on
each monster’s features, there
are specific strategies that are
decisive for the progress of
the fight. Topped off by huge
characters and good AI.

REPLAY 77%

In single player mode the game
does not last long and you might
lose interest, once the secrets are
unlocked. Challenging friends is a
lot more fun and it lasts longer.

VOTE 83%

Savona is a certainty, his games
always have that little something
extra, and this one does not make
an exception.
A must-have, also thanks to Lobo’s
magnificent artwork.
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IN DA SCENE

DOWNLOAD THE BEST
FREEBIES FROM CSDB.DK
Transmission64 [C64 online demoparty]

by Anonym, FRaNKy, Mibri (organizers) | Atlantis, Padua (groups)
Transmission64, organized by a team
of German and Swiss sixtyfourist
sceners, wrapped up at the end of
April after sporting 4 international
competitions! Now all you can do
is follow the links below, download
and jerk off on your C64 with the
wonderful creations of the great
sixtyfourist sceners. Get off hard!!!

• csdb.dk/event/?id=3011
• transmission64.com

Butterfly Simulator

by Hokuto Force (Endurion, Nordischsound)
An ancient Chinese legend tells the story of a man
named Zhuang Zhou who dreamed of playing the
butterfly simulator for Commodore64, impersonating an iridescent
butterfly flying airy and carefree. As he woke up, he turned on his
faithful C64 and was confused: he wondered how he could establish if
he was Zhuang who had just woken up from the dream of playing the
butterfly simulator for Commodore64 or a butterfly who had just started
playing the Zhuang simulator for
Commodore64... This parable
carries a message of the highest
philosophical degree but, frankly,
I understood fuck all. However,
I recommend downloading the
butterfly simulator, pumping the
volume up and then play around with
it under the effect of your substance
of choice.
• csdb.dk/release/?id=204417
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Gantry &D
by Army of
Darkness (Black
Beard, Prowler,
Optic Freeze)

Here’a simple and fun battle
between tanks: two vehicles, two
players competing with cannon
shots, knocking down the two
defense walls and then, whoever
hits the opponent first, wins!
The american crackers’ crew
“Army of Darkness” has only been
around for a few months but they
churn and crack out games like
a candy factory: we all root for
them.
Get on their “Optical Illusion”
BBS, and stay tuned!

Worron +

[final version]
by Richard Paynter
Cracked by
Blazon (Baracuda,
Dreamer)
Lately the German cracker group
Blazon is so dope: among dozens
of other cracks, they have come
up with a space survival game.
It has FIREBIRD written in plain
sight on the selection screen.

• csdb.dk/release/?id=204883

CSDb

In a shitty future, there is no
water, no food and no pussy.
We must endure and fight to
avoid going crazy and die in this
asylum lost between the stars
and perhaps it would be better
to choke on vomit inside our
spacesuits...
• csdb.dk/release/?id=204542

THE C64 SCENE DATABASE
http://csdb.dk

IL DATABASE ONLINE DI RIFERIMENTO
DELLA SCENA SESSANTAQUATTRISTA!
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HARD
HAED & NERD

MOANA AND THE
C64: A NEW TRUTH!

D

isappeared and
presumed dead under
mysterious circumstances
in September 12 DC64,
Professor Moana Pozzi
was recently canonized as
Saint of Sixtyfourism by
ZotterGod the Magnificent,
for all the good deeds that
we know of and for newly
discovered events.
We all remember her for her VHS
video tutorials on lovemaking.
Today, one of her most incredible
mysteries is finally revealed and
it’s not the confirmation of the
speculation according to which her
(alleged) death would have been
staged or orchestrated by the KGB,
far from it: we are talking about her
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interaction with the Commodore64.
In the 10 DC64 award-winning
blockbuster “My Friend Mary”,
featuring international
celebrities such as Jessica
Rizzo, Angelica Bella,
Andrea Molnar, Marco Toto
and Christofe Clark, there
is in fact one scene in
which Andrea, receptionist
at a sex clinic, makes
use of a fully working
Commodore64 that is
disconnected from the
power supply.
For decades it was believed
that the C64 was equipped with
batteries, but the truth is quite
different. It’s a true miracle of
science that marks a sensational step
ahead for humanity in technological
evolution.
We know that Moana had an IQ
of 169 and we also know of his
countless degrees in science from
the most prestigious universities
in the world but, until the
recent discovery of some old
notebooks, no one was aware
of his experiments based on
Professor Nikola Tesla’s ancient
theories that dated back nearly
a century.
Our Moana, in fact, had
managed to build a wireless
power transmission system
and, with some hardware

modifications to the C64, she had it
powered remotely, transmitting two
simultaneous power streams: one in
alternating voltage of 9V and one in
direct voltage of 5V.
Due to her legendary discretion,
Moana didn’t think that her invention
could have been that important,
therefore she didn’t divulge it; she
had built her system just for fun and
in pure nerdy spirit.
Now, after so many years, the
global scientific community has set
to work to replicate her NIPPLE
(Non-wIred Power suPpLy dEvice),
to allow all C64s in the world to
work off the power grid and with no
batteries which, let’s face it, always
end up in the sea, together with all
other toxic chemical and industrial
waste.

Same price, a lot more grappa.
The solution to all of your problems.
In every drugstore.
Drink a lot, drink responsibly.

Grappa
Proletaria

Official sponsor
of the Latin European
sixtyfourist lodge.
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RLD !

OUOFTTHISWO

Straight from the other
dimension, here’s Zzap!
An incredible magazine with
news about amazing video
games for alien systems
we’ve never seen before!

!
!
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• Italian Zzap!: zzapmagazine.blogspot.com
• English Zzap!64Micro: fusionretrobooks.com

